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stfa~is Says State

f!f

!Holds.'Bad l.mage'
Of UNM Community

..
Thursday, March 4, 1976

"'

A b(l,d image which President.
William Davi~ said was ''the
wrong image," is one of the major
problems ·facing UNM and
Albuquerque, recently.
Davis discussed some of the
mutual 'problems facing· the
University and the city with administrators · from all the
municipal departments.
Chief City AdministJ'ator,
Frank
Kleinhenz,
said,
· ''historically there has been a rift
between the university and the
town where· it is· situated. This
tradition is not 'quite as strong in
the U.S. as it was in· Europe."
Davis said when he was lob·
hying in different parts of the
state he found a very negative attitude toward Albuquerque and
the University.
·
.
.. Albuquerque has projected
an image of being crime and sin
ridden," Davis told the depart·
ment heads. "The news media
may be responsible for this image
but I would put the University
community of 20,000 against any
other town in this state and say
we have fewer problems ·in crime
or any other way."
Some of the· city administrators asked if this attitude was state wide or confined
to the Southeastern part of the
state.
Davis replied he thought the .
attitude was conffnedo_t() the
southern part of the state but
that state wide there is a feeling
that UNM is the University of
Bernalillo, since 70 to 80 per cent
of UNM students reside in the
county.
The president outlined his plan

.

Lobophoto

William Davis

to counteract this problem" for
the administrators.
"First we have to recruit
within the state and get the best
students in the state to the
University, then we have to give
them a good experience here so
that when they go home, they
will give good reports · to their
friends," he said.
"Secondly we must keep in
contact with the h'igh school
counsellors and the teachers.
UNM has done this by sending
out teams of university representatives to,~ .the high schools
around the ·state," he said.
The administrators were
receptive to tl)e discussion and
asked if he encouraged the
University faculty to be active in
community affairs. To which
Davis replied with an unqualified
••Yes."

The new chairman of ASUNM's Teacher
Evaluation Committee, Jim Peoples, said his committee will release this year's evaluations results
in early May.
The committee's findings will be published in a
book selling for 75 cents. Students can place their
orders for a copy of the evaluation group's report
in mid-April. Those reserving early editions of the
book will get a 25 cent discount from the
newsstand price.
"The evaluation report will include photographs
of the professor being evaluated and a synopsis of
his academic achievements," said Peoples. "No
·subjective analysis will be done by our group. The
report will be presented in a readable, human
form.
· "We think· that the evaluation and list of
achievements should speak for themselves,"
· Peoples said.
"If a person pays money for a class, they ought
to get the best class possible for the money. We
think the committee's evaluation booklet will
greatly aid students to make intelligent and informed choices. All we want to see is that the
student gets his money's worth."
The Teacher Evaluation Program faced a number of problems last semester under a different
chairman. Peoples and the present committee have
revitalized the program and have normalized
relations with administrative departments within
<- · , "" ·
·
the univeuity•. ~ ~·
'""..The Data Processing'Center bas been bending
over backwards to help," said Peqples. ,.Institutional Research has provided us with the
necessary forms, and the administFation has given
·us tremendous aid, especially in the area of
statistical knowledge. Vice President Perovich's
office has been extremely helpful.''
Despite the revitalization of the program and

Jim Peoples
University coop~ration, some ~roblems remain.
Some faculty. members are suspicious of the committee, apparently ·because of several mistakes
made last semester . .After considerable canvassing
nnd cajoling, about 50 per cent of the .faculty asked
by the .committee to be evaluated-have agreed to
do so.
The Faculty Policy Committee has not been
receptive to the evaluation group. uwe went
before the FPC and we were shot down," Peoples
said. "They didn't feel that they could endorse us
in any way."
(Continued on page f!1

Reactions Differ on EngineeTS'Open
House
.
.

By Tim Pauling

The College of Engineering's
annual open house attracted high
school students from around the
•state. Students from as far away
as Carlsbad attended the Feb. 27
opening day while most visitors
were. from Albuquerque the
following day.
University student reactions
weremixed. ·
Richard Williams, president
for the student chapter of theAmerican Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), said, "We're
really happy with everything, we
had a good response from the
community."
Alan Bates, a member of the
group that won.,second place in
the display competition for
Chemical Engineering said, "It
was a success overall. The
projects weren't that great but it
gave people a chance to see what
the department was about!'
Not everybody was pleased
with the .results. Fred Rusher,
One of the highlights, but not
basement of
Ferris
first place competition winner for the
for
the visitors; was the project
Engineering
Center
to
get
a
bet·
Electrical Enginerering said. "It
'competition.
J?epartmental
was a fiasco.'' He said there was ter impression of the department
judging
was
Friday.
The best
no encouragement or' par- instead of a few select exhibits.
Whether the open house was a department and Sweepstake winticipation. Rusher's main comor not, most visitors ner was selected on Saturday.
success
plaint was the public didn't get a
Mechanical Engineering won
seemed
interested
in the dif·
good impression of what was hapthe
best department award.
exhibits
and
were
happy
ferent
pening in .Electrical Engineering.
The
sweepstake winner was
He said visitors should have seen to listen to technical ex~
Milt
Szulinski
of Mechanical
the Electrial Engineering lab i~ 'planations.
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by Wendell

Engineering with a display of the
practical uses of alternative
energy in New Mexico.
Szulinski's display had several
sections. Part was dedicated to
various types. of wind turbines.
The rest of his display covered
the variou::; uses of solar energy.
Szulinski's display showed
uses of the sun in agriculture.

The sun not only converts energy
into plant "material to be used as
fuel but, he said, the sun can be
used for drying crops. operating
pumps and greenhouses.
~One interesting aspect is using
the sun to prevent stock water
tanks from freezing during winter. Cattle won 1t break the ice in
water tanks and often die of
dehydration. By putting a black
metal sheet a few inches under
the water to catch the sun's rays
the water can be kept from
ireezing.
Other parts of Szulinski's
display included a parabolic
-coJlector and a working model of
a house equipped with a solar
heating and cooling system. Also
on display was a model of a thermal siphon.
Departmental winners were:
Daniel Summers, president of
the student chapter of the
American Society of. Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), won with an
electromyogram, a pain reducing
device. The electromyogram
allows for probing beneath the
skin with an instrument that
minimizes pain .from sensors in
the skin.
Rusher's project, <l telemetry,
dealt with the transmission of
heart rate and temperature for
free ranging animals. The
(Continued 011 page 6)
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Calculator
For Blind
'Talks'

II'S
LATER
YOU

a·----------~------~---------(Available only to college J'uniors or students
having at least 2 academic years left before
graduatir:m,)
•
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With 99 per cent of the 2,187 Massachusetts precincts reporting on Tuesday's primary, Henry Jackson had 160,347 for 23 per
cent; Morris Udall 127,072 for 18 per cent; George Wallace
12'0,273 for 17 per cent; Jimmy Carter 100,745 for 14 per cent;
Fred Harris 54,711 for 8 per cent; Sargent' Sliriver 52,844 for 7
per cent; Ellen· McCormack 24,558 for 4 per cent: and Milton
Shapp 21,355 for 3 per cent.
. ·
Pres. Gerald Ford had 111,866 for ~2 per cent; Reagan 62,136
for 35 per cent; and 3 per cent marked "no preference,"
In Vermont, with 99 per cent of the 267 precincts counted, Carter had 16,352 for 46 per cent; Shriver 10,889 for 31 per cent;
Harris 5,074 for 14 per cent; and McCormack 3,359 for 9 per cent.
On the Republican side. Ford had 26,564 for 84 per cent;
Reagan 4,983 for 16 per cent.
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· U.S. WJ11 Sell Arms tq Egypt
WASHINGTON-The administration has informed Congress
that it intends to begin selling arms to Egypt, congressional sour·
ces said Wednesday.
The administration has infor;med members of Congress that
the arms sales will begin with six .Lockheed C130 transport air·
craft worth $6.5 million each. Plus spare parts and training.
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WASHINGTON_:_The Senate Wednesday confirmed the
nomination of Wmiam Scranton as the low-key successor to outspoken Daniel Patrick Moynihan at the United Nations.
The Senate approved Scranton, a former Governor of Pennsylvania who ran for the Republican Presidential Nomination in
1964, by voice vote with little debate.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee recommended Scranton's confirmation as U.N. Ambassador 'l'uesday after he told the
panel cooperation is better than confrontation with the third
world bloc.
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UNMFrisbeeCiubmeetsThursday,7p.m.,rm
150. Johnson Gym. Oisc:ussion of Frisbee Tour·
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The UNM Folks~ng Club meet• Thurs. 7:30 to
10p.m.inSUBRm.250·B.Ailwelcome!
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Student produclion ot short plays (rom ort·
Broadway will be pres~nt~d,!or free, March :land
5. 4 p.m. in the Ex:perimenlal Theatre (FAC
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~rf! you tired or th11 "t.wo-st~p?'• Learn more
Fnday, 7p.rn. 1 rnl JOI, GarlisJrGym,
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BOOT REPAIR
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WASHINGTON- The Consumer Product Safety Commission
said Wednesday· it is issuing a nationwide ban of all except the
smallest firecrackers, but that the prohibition would not go into
effect in time for this year's July 4th weekend.
The commission's ruling, to be formally announced Thursday,
will go into effect in September. It will ban other types of
fireworks including rockets, roman candles, pyrotechnic fountains and children's party poppers that did not meet specific
requirements for fuses, labeling and other Sl;lfety chara'"teristics.
teristics.
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Fireworks Will Fizzle
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Vermont, Mass. Report
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As Low As

.

By United Press International
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PUT IT All TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
~~~~~·~-~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~;;;;~==~it~s~b~at~t~eriesareweak.
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World

NEW YORK (UPI)~A talking
calculator has been developed for
students
studying
blind
mathematics.
The calculator, about the size
of a thick paperback bool$, has a
vocabulary of 24 words, ·a
memory and can do square roots,
Its talking ability is fashioned
from tiny electronic chips.
Dr. Harold Taylor, of the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, is helping to field
test the device. He described it
as "simply fantastic."
Taylor, head of the math dept.
at Hillsdale High School in San
Mateo, Calif., said the vocabulary
includes a word for each number- one, two, and so on-plus
mathematical symbols put to
words, such as plus, minus,
divide, multiply, equals.
The calculator even- warns its
operator-saying "low"-when

1 APRIL 76 , time runs out for you to
On
enrpJI in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on
this campus, And here's what you'll be missing:
• $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and
senior years.
• the chance 'to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works).
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon
graduation.
plus
• a fu!ure where the sky is no limit.
Contact MAJOR NOEL F. AUSTIN
277-4502/4602/4230
t
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~sJa:~ic Society meets for Friday pr-ayet at 12:3(}
P:~·. 1n the Alumni Chapel~ There is a Quran
readmg every Sunday afternoon. lntercslcd per-
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_ The New MexiC() Daily Lobo is published
Monday tllrough Friday c.very r¢gular week
or lhc UhiversiLy year and Weekly during Hie
summer session by the- Board or Student
1
Publications of the University of New Meox:iell,

and is not financially associated with iJNM.
Second elnss postage paid a.t AlbuquetqUc 1
N.cw Mexleo 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 lor tho acadcmieyear.
The opini(i,ns expressed on the editorin1
ol the
author solely. Unsigned opil11on is that of t~e
ediftJrial board ot The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views t1f the University ot Nrw·
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More Primaries

Letters

Perspective

Daily lobo

From Moscow To Mora
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Opinions
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By John Feldman
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Go and figure Massachusetts.
The former frontrunner Jimmy
Carter finishep fourth after the
three other candidates including
Henry
"Scoop"
Jackson
who wound up in first place
in the primary with a whopping .
23 per cent. When you think
about it our political system is
amazing. A .man from Georgia
and a man from Washington
running for the same office in a
state like Massachusetts~ how
peculiar.
' Would it make a difference if
the order in which the primaries
were held were changed? As it
is we start with a conservative
trend, kicked off by Wallaces
and Reagans; and end up
fighting our way towards a
progressive we.st.
• Reagan's hope was no doubt
raised in New Hampshire, but
Massachusetts must have been
a great disappointment for the
former California governor.
President Ford campaigned
as the President and won in
Massachusetts and Vermont

In Support .of John Ehrenberg
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Editor's Note: The ASUNM Senate recently
passed a resolu.tion in support of.Professor John
Ehrenberg who wa,s l/,enied tenure by the UNM
Political Science Department. As a publi.c service
to the Students for a Voice in Tenure Decisions
who are petitioning to have Ehrenberg tenu,red
the Daily LOBO presents the resolution . .
~

Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the Univer·
sity of New Mexico that:
Whereas: The Student Body of the University of
New Mexico is concerned about the overall quality of
teaching offered at UNM, and
Whereas: We regard the desire to teach and com·
municate with students as the paramount criteria in
evaluating a professor's candidacy for tenure, and
Whereas: The opinions and evaluation of students
is not presently emphasized enough in analyzing a
professor's eligibility for tenure, and
Whereas: We recognize that research and
publication are important in (developing) a wellinformed and up-to-date professor, we feel that identical emphasis,on these factors is not appropriate in all
fields of study and classroom situations, even within
the same department, and
Whereas: We regard the existence of requirements
for research, publication, etc .... previous to tenure, but
no such requirements after tenure, as a contradiction
in the process of maintaining good professors at this
university,and
Whereas: although we believe the concerns as ex~44a:_::;;~;·
pressed herein apply to all professors and all depart.-. ments at the University, we are specifically concerned
' over the tenure case of Professor John Ehrenberg of
the Political Science department, and. regard this case
''IQ)
as an example of all of the above principles.
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Prof. Paul Jonas Writes

Therefore be it resolved that: there should be
established a joint student-faculty committee to
evaluate present criteria for tenure and to mak!'!
recommendations for changes in these criteria.
Be it further resolved that this committee look
towards establishing student representatives on
tenure evaiuation committees with full rights of membership.
.
_Be it further resolved that the faculty and administration, in conjunction with this review committee, realign the emphasis in tenure considerations
to excellence in classroom and individual instruction,
and relevancy of subject matter.
·
Be it furthe'r resolved that requirement and expectations for professors remain consistent for all
professors, tenured and non-tenured.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE BE REQUESTED TO
RECONSIDER THEIR RECOMMENDATION PERTAINING TO PROFESSOR EHRENBERG'S TENURE,
AND INCLUDE IN THEIR RECONSIDERATION ACTIVE INPUT FROM STUDENTS OF THE DEPARTM~NT
RELEVANT
TO
HIS
TEACHING
CAPABILITIES. .
Be it further resolved that copies of this resolution
be sent to Professor Edwin Hoyt, chairman of the
Political Science Department, all faculty members of
the Political ·science Department, Dean Nathaniel
Wollman, Dr. Chester Travelstead, Preside'nt Davis,
members of the University Tenure Review Committee, and members of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee. A copy shall be sent to the LOBO
with the request that this Resolution be printed in the
paper•

Board

UMigncd editoriafs represent a
majority opinion of the Daily lobo
Siaff. All other columns, cartoOns
and letters represent the opinion
of ihe author a11d db not neCessarily
reflect the views of the staH.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

The real question about
Florida
revolves
around
Jackson. Unlike the other candidates, who try to keep a low
profile on most issues, it is
Jackson's tack to seize a controversial issl:le a!ld run with it.
What will "Scoop's" issue be in·
Florida?

Supreme Court's 1973 decision
is overturned, this country will
return to the days of roughly
one
million
illegal
and

person with a 3.0 or above, please pick up an npp
pUcation In the Dean c,f Students o!rice, Mesa
Vista Hall. Deadline is Mareh 12.

by Garry Trudeau

To celebrate this bicentennial
year our hairdesigners will be
attending .The International Hair
Show in New York. This is the first
time in eighty years that the world
olympics· of hairdressing will be
held in the U.S ..
The hairdressers at The Cut Above
attend these shows to bring you, our
customers, the latest in cutting
techniques and trends.
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We're also offering new ski
packages at a 25% discount.

THE HAIRDRESSERS AT THE CUT ABOVE
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Designed for
Discriminating
Women

and p9les are reduced
50% or more!
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On All Bras
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sometimes risky abortions a
year. Is that what you support,
Mr. Loftin?
· George M. Cqston

DOONESBURY

discount

Rental
Ski
Sale
Our Touring Skiis, Boots,

An Opportunity To Set Record Straight

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

act on their ·own and provide
Reagan
a clear
victory?
Reagan's only advantage over
Ford is that Florida's weather is
perfect for the Californian's
complexion. Ford looks better
on fhe slopes. Ford will just
have to wait for the Peruvian
primary to show his stuff.

Spurs, a nnlional sophomore honorary is tit king
applications ror mcmbcrailiJJ. Jf you arc a fresh·

Response From MECHA

Edhorial

because voters felt it was safe
tq yote for the incumbent, Don't
rock the boat.
George Wallace placed a
strong· third in Massachusetts
right on the heels . of Morris
Udall.
Shriver, Harris and Bayh are
all fighting a losing battle. It
-does not seem likely that any of
these three Gandidates can pick·
uP much more support in
Florida.
But Carter, Wallace, Ford and
Reagan are all looking forward
to orange juice-from and in
Florida.
Wallace is itching to show his
intrinsic strength in the south.
Carter is waiting to trounce
Wallace. Theirs will be a unique
confrontation-two southerner·s, of different philosophies battling it out on the southern
sand.
Florida is important to both
Ford and Reagan. Will Florida's
follow
the
Republicans
Massachusetts voters, or New
Hampshire voters, or will they
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Editor:
direct descendant of the Prophet
Editor:
The assumption at UNM is that (peace be upon him). In normal
I read with interest the letter
President Davis has managed to time the Jonases divide time betwritten
by Michael Loftin in the
antagonize the faculty on the salary ween their well-staffed New York
issue by suggesting that some part penthouse and "our portable Feb. 19 issue of the LOBO.
My opinion in the Feb. 11
of the instructors' salary increase palace" the famous yacht Hip'popotamus
usually
at
anchor
at
ought to be given up in order to apissue of the LOBO was focused
ply funds towards other pressing Acapulco Bay.
primarily on the Catholic Churpriorities of the University.
ThAn
·he ~ontinues in a ch's involvement with the Right
At this stage the LOBO was more serious vein: "My colleagues, to Life movement.
finally able to find a faculty member these poor chaps, worry about
As to your -;tatement that you
who is currently in the Himalayas rising grocery bills, house and car
are an actiw;t in the Right to
searching for the yeti and who repairs, mortgage payments, inbacks wholeheartedly President creasing educational costs for their Life movement, your support of
Davis' suggestion. He is Paul Jonas children, medical bills, support of those who would ·deny a
from
the
Department
of elderly parents ... it is much more woman the n'ght to govern her
Economics.
fun to be an untypical member of own body cannot go unWho is Professor Jonas?
the faculty and to support challenged. What the Right to
Though born to a family of great President Davis' idea wholehear- Life movement has difficulty
wealth and position Paul Jonas tedly."
Paul Jonas comprehending is that if_ the
learned early in life that all is not
beer and skittles. During his
adolescence which he endured, he
worked hard to develop skills to win
the Davis Cup and the National
Editor:
Skateboard Open Finals.
In reference to the letter written by Ron Torres, Feb. 4, 1976,
The serious aim of Paul Jonas
emerged d·uring his early adult MECHA would like to respond in this manner. First, we would like
years when, before Jhe completion to-emphasize that this was the opinion of an individual and not
of his second Ph.D. degree, he was
necessarily that of MECHA.
awarded the Nobel Prize. A brief
Briefly concerning the question of MECHA, we take the position
foray in the world of business as
the P[esident of General Motors against injustices that lead to oppression of peoples. We also
was terminated by his appointment defend the inherent democratic rights of people for selfto the Chairmanship of the determination of their lives, i.e. people should have the right to afNational Security Council-a fect any decision made on their behalf.
position he still holds but which, he
MECHA would like to extend an invitation to visit with us, to a·ny
complains good-naturedly, makes
heavy demand upon his spare time. persons interested in finding out more about MECHA. We are
Paul Jonas is living now with his located at Chicano Studies, 1815 Roma N.E.
MECHA
fourth wife, Begum Edith, the
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Woman Wins Student Bar Pres.
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of the School of Criminal Justice .at NYC,
the speaker .

Anthropology Changes Curriculum

will be

Attcntio11 Health Sci_cnce students! P.lonsc help

Marsha
K.
Head
of
Albuquerque has been elected
president of the Student Bar
Association (SBA) of the University of New Mexico Law School ..
She is the first black and the first
woman to hold the office.
Also elected to one-year terms
were Roger Eaton, first vice
president; Carlos Correa, second
vice president; Jenny Barbere,
treasurer, and Esteban Aguilar,
secretary.
Head, a second-year law
student, received her undergraduate degree from Indiana
University where ~~~llljored in

sociology and psychology. She is
considering a career in juvenile
law.
"I had never considered going
to law school," she said, "It was
actually my husband's idea. I was
impressed with the law school's
clinical law program and I am
very interested il1 young people
so it all seemed to fit. The
juvenile court system is changing
but many problems still exist. I
think juvenile rights should be
more explicit and every child in
court should be provided with an
attorney."
Head, who has worked as a

Corduroy

Big Bells
•

"Criminal Justh:e in the U.S." Jectur'e Friday -at
t:ao p.m. in Woodward Hall 101. R. Myren, Pean

Tan, Green
Navy, Blue
Sand, Black
Brown, Burgundy

$14.50
lobo

men's
21 20 Centr.al 5.1.
shop
243-6954

GRAND OPENING
IAAitl AH
Complete Junior Shop
sizes 5-13

tutor for first•year law students,
outlined some of the goals she
would like to work toward during
her year as SBA president.
She said, "I would like to see
more student involvement at the
law school, I'd like to see st1.1dents working together to realize
community benefits. Also, I want
to establish an SBA speaker's
b1.1reau that would involve attorneys from various areas of the·
profession. Many law· st1.1dents
are una ware of the opportunities
or options available with a law
degree.''
"I think the SBA has got to
become active in community affairs. There are now 300 students
at the law school. Most of them
will be members of the Bar in the
next decade and many will
remain in Alb1.1qUerq1.1e. We will
represent a large segment of this
community for many years to
come and in order to be
knowledgeable, contrib1.1ting and
responsible lawyers we should
assume active roles now."
Head is a past president of the
UNM Black American Law
Students Association and is now
a member of the Women Law
Students Association. She is employed in the Office of Ad·
missions and Records at UNM as
a special assistan~ to the dean.

E~~i

lndhm Movie, >+Numak:·Hnra~m" to be
showll Sat., March 6, at 7 p.m.ln WoodwMd Hall
Rm. H7. 'fhcrc wiil be an admission charge,
children free.

Studunt Council for Exceptional Children mocts
March 4, 7:30p.m.,, north Pall room, SUB.'fraintng
of deniers for Las Vegas nigl1t.

spve a. life today by donating !I pin~ of blood. The
Bloodmobile will be at BCMO sc~ond floor lab
Thursday,l1:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Wngonwhcels Squ.are Dance Club meets every
Thur$day. 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym Rm. 176. Part~
ners are not required.
Student flcalth Bpard meeting 2 p.m. Ji'r1day in
the doctors' conference room., s~~nd floor
S~udonL

Health Cantor.

Last chance to enter tbv UNM Bridge Scholar·

ship Tournament, tonight at 7 p.m. in· SUB Rm.
231D.Mcctlngs Mondays and Thursdays,

Student Health Center needs crutches. Please
return those that hnvc: been <:hecked Out.

Open House Reactions
{Contin\led from pagel)

.monitoring devices can work under water. They are presently
being used at Bosq1.1e del Apa<;he
and in the Sandia mountains.
Mike Buffington, Brent Payne,
Van Jankins, Sim Romero and
Patty Va1.1ghn won the Chemical
Engineering award with a Solar
Hydrogen project. This project
1.1sed solar energy to prod1.1ce
electricity and convert distilled
water into hydrogen and oxygen.
The gasses would then be 1.1sed
for fuel. One group member said
the system was 100 per cent ef-·
ficient.
Jim Wiiliams won in Civil
Engineering with an accident
study for the intersection of San
Mateo
and
Montgomery
bo1.1levards.
The fun displays were not entered'in the competition.
N1.1clear Engineering didn't en-

ter the competition b1.1t had
several fun displays. There was
an energy simulator which
figured out energy consumption
and its environmental effects.
Unfortunately it attracted much
attention and many people in the
crowd kept turning the dials and
changing the input, distorting
any sot•t of relevant simulation.
The computer exhibit at
Nuclear Engineering was run by
Mike Kuliasha a PhD. student.
Kuliasha said most 'of the visitors
are high schQol students so you
have to "razzle-dazzle them."
Mechanical Engineering had
the other f1.1n displays. A display
of gyroscopic effect had kids
clamoring to try it out. By
holding a large spinning, wheel
axle people spun themselves
around on a pivoting wooden
disc.

Group to Release Survey in May
{Continued from page U

There are also a n1.1mber of technical problems to
be solved, most of which revolve around insuring a
valid evaluation.
~
"There is something like a 15 per cent drop in attendance in the Spring semester," said Peoples.
"When the weatl)er gets warmer, more and more
students decide that they'd rather sit out in the
sun than go to class."
"Our problem is to figure out whether that 15
per cent of the class comes from the top, bottom or
middle of the class on the basis ·of GP A's. If the
better students are gone, we expect that the
professor will get a poorer evaluation. If the lower
level stl.ldents are out of class, we expect that the
evaluation will be higher than if the entire class
was present."
Apart from devising and conducting the

eval1.1ation program, Peoples' group has investigated the teacher evaluation programs of
other universities. Although he said he feels
UNM's effort will favorably compare with
evaluations done at other campuses, Peoples said
continuous comparison will enable next year's committee to design even better evaluation forms.
Peoples praised those professors who participated in the program this year. "They have p1.1t
their name and their teaching abilities on the line,"
.he said. "Going thro1.1gh the eval1.1ation is a trib1.1te
to their desire to improve their teaching skills.
Every one of them is to be commended."
Peoples emphasized that "there will be no do1.1bt
that we will publish the evaluation book on time."
The book, abo1.1t the same size and quality of the
UNM catalog, will go to press the first week of
May and sho1.1ld be available around May 14.

-------------------------------------

HanSuyin

Chinese-U.S.
Relations Are
Speech Topic
Han Suyin will speak at UNM
tonight at 8 p.m. in Woodward
Hall 101. Her topic will be "A
Century
of
U ·.B.-China
Relations."
Dr. Han is the author of
several novels (among them A
Many-Splendored Thing and The
Mountain is Young) but is
perhaps best known for her
biography of Mao Tse-tung, The
Morning Deluge: Mao Tse-tung
and the Chinese Revolution 18931954.
She now resides· in Switzerland and is in the United
States in connection with the
publication of the second vol1.1me
of this work, entitled Wind in the
Tower, which traces events on
Mainland China from 1949 to
1975, treating s1.1ch topics as th~
Great Leap Forward, the Korean
War and the Cult1.1ral Revolution.
Dr. Han attended Yenching
University, Brussels University
and received her M·D. in
England in 1948.
Her work has been translated
into several languages and
published widely Since 1956 Dr.
Han has spent part of each year
in the People's Rep1.1blic of China.

By Jo Lopez
The anthropology -department .
is changing its curriculum for
next fall i'n an effort to clarify its
core program of knowledge.
Anthropology chairman Peter
Workman, w~o has been working
on the,change since his arrival at
UNM in August, said the
program revolves around in·
creased advisement for the
' students and the creation of
seven new 100-level courses (four
of tnese are required for majors)
to expose the student to the dif·
ferent fields of anthropology.
·
Workman said undergraauates
"want to know what courses
should be taken to be an ar·
chaeologist or any other specific
profession" and there has been
no real guidance for them to help
decide .what courses would best"
suit their need~.
.
Anthropology majors are
.presently required to ·take 35credit hours, the only specific
requirements being two 100-level
three-hour
courses,
Anthropology 101-0rigin and Antiquity of Man; and Anthropology 102-Development of
C1.1lture; and one two-hour credit
course, Anthropology 493History of Anthrop~;~logy,
The remainder of hours must·
be filled by one three-hour credit
course in each of the four subfields of anthropology: archaeology, ethnology, linguistics
and biological anthropology.
Majors are also required to
have 15 credits of electives in anthropology.
In the program Workman is
designing, anthropology majors
will be required to take 36 credit
hours.' T}lese include the four
100-level courses, each of which
introduces the different sl.lbfields. The 101 and 102-Ievel
courses have been eliminated as
such and combined into Anthropology 100-The Natural
History of Man, a three-credit,
survey co1.1rse which will not
co1.1nt toward requirements for
an anthropology major.
The other required co1.1rses are
a 300-level course in archaeology,
Strategy of Archaeology; a 300-

Three days only
March 6,8,9-

selected group of jeans

'20%-50% Off

$5.99

on cross
country skis,
snowshoes,
down parkas,
wool shirts,
knickers,
and much

(volues to $20.00·up.~
10 Discount
on regular stoc
with student I.

more.

Rap session wUb United Ex·OI!enders lor
Higher Educa.lion Friday'~ 6:30 to 8:30p.m. in Ban·
dclier WestRm. 203.
Brush up on your- waltz o• learn how to waltz
Friday nt 7 p.m~ in Carlisle Gym Rm 101.

Mortar Board sefcdioils Sat., March 6, 9a.m. at
1601Coa1Av.SE,

Or. Han Suyin, internationally recognized
authority on modern China, wili present slides or
her recent trip to Tibet at Philosophy- Club
meelingFriday, March 5,3:30p.m. in WH 147.
Ph! Alpha Theta (History Club) meeting
followed by a ~Ceting of the lti.story Graduate
Students Association, March 5, 3:30 p.m. in the
History Dept. Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall.

At A Special Low Price
t u=th Cheese by
'

fii~k~\f1
r~rm~.

during open house at the University

ot

New

Mexi4:!ois campu~ observa.t~>r¥,'tonight from 8~10

p.m., weather permittillg.
·
• Orion Nebula is a cloud of dus~ nnd gas 1500

l1~ht years from eai'th and 16 light years in
d1ametcr.
'The observatory· is located just north ot Lomas
on Yale. Admission is free.
..

1602 Central S.E.

1602 Centtal S.E.

-When it comes to getting a perfect Levi's fit,
come to the County Seat store! Because Levi's is
our only line! And because County Seat has the
largest selection of sizes in Levi's Jeans around.
In cotton denim, pre-washed denim, pre-shrunk
and corduroy. Stop in and have yourself a fit!

Free Wine and
Cheese Tasting
Featuring Bonpet
Latour a Fine
French Bordeaux

The moon :ind the Orion Nebula will be on view

WftAT'a AAAMA

level course in Ethnology, Prin· Prof. J.M. Campbell, because he in a distributed minor see the ad·
ciples of Social Anthropology; "has that kind of breadth visor to be listed in the bulletin
and a 300-level course in knowledge about nature, He's a for that field.
biological anthropology, In- naturalist," Workman said.
Workman said there will be
troduction to Social Biology.
Workman said the department general as well as specific adEach is a three-credit course.
is also working on additionallOO- visors for anthroplogy students
The major will then be level courses. There are no 200- and "oven if a student doesn't use
required to have 15 credit hours level courses in the new a. distributed minor, the courses
of department electives.
c1.1rriculum, only advanced cour- listed under it will help him
Workman said this new ses listed under each of the fom decide what courses to take in his
curricul1.1m should go into effect subfields.
particular interest in an·
in the fall, and incoming majors
''We are trying to appeal to thropology."
.
have the option of following the freshmen," Workman said. These
Display cases in the anpresent curriculum or the new courses are "not so much for thropology building will be used
one since it will not be included in majors, we're also trying to get to inform students or" teaching
next year's b1.11letin. He said the them (freshmen) interested in and research projects, a means to
curriculum needs to go through anthropology as a minor field of let them know "what's going on"
the formal. process of approval by study."
in anthropology, he said.
the College of Arts and Sciences,
He said the department will of·
Workman said there is an
but he said he sees no problem ·fer a distributed minor in the "enormous em pI o y m c n t
there;
same way the geography depart- problem" and the department is
Another 100-level course, Man ment does. There will be certain trying to prepare st1.1dents for a
In Nature, has also been created recommended courses for each career in some field of anas an elective. It was design~d field. The department will also thropology. "We are trying to
for a specific faculty member, require that a student interested
!ConUouodoopage 121
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End of Winter Sale!

Gtand Opening Special

z•u SAN JOEDRO, N.E.
AL.UQUERQUE, NEll!' MI!XICO 87110
I\IONE 2~115

Covered
'Wrago.n
Makers of Handmade Indian Jewelry

OI,DTOWN

.

OF 0/110

Friday & Saturday 3-7pm

35 Winrock Center
298-7811

w~~!!!!rs"

Now Open At
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S Willie & Waylon Join Forces;
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Trip from Janis .Fink to Janis lan:
Society's Child. Works for Grammy

Sampler 'Outlaws' Has Few Flaws
Review by John Feldman
Someone in Nashville had an
interesting idea for a theme
·album. While theme albums
abound nowadays, no one has
ever combined the prime artists
of one particular genre of coun·
try music on one record . .So RCA
did some legal dancing with three
other record labels and put
together a sampler of the .kind of
countrymusiccalled
''progressive'' country (and
Texas music, and longhair country, and hillbilly-hippie music and
about a dozen other inaccurate
names).
It is better to say that the
music on RCA's Out/{t.ws album is
music typified by the likes of
W
Jen
and Willie

Nelson. For the uni.nitiated, Te){as-type singer who played
Waylon and Willie fought the Phoenix nightclubs and high
music city establishment for schools near Gallup. He plllyed,
almost a decade, making a name 'or tried to play country music his
for themselves as troublemakers, way for y(lars. It was a constant .
radicals, and traitors to Nashville battle between Waylon and RCA
syrup and convention. The war executives who wanted him to
record songs for an audience of
housewives,
Willie Nelson started as a song
writer. Almost from the start of
his career Willie N e) son songs
were in demand by Nashville's
most successful and conservativ.e
between Waylon and Willie for- singers. Willie's songs went over
ces and the Nashville horde en· well-but his singing, whish is
ded a year or so ago. When the really a lot closer to talking than
smoke cleared Waylon and Willie singing, turned off record
were victorious. And, after the executives who insisted that
fighting stopped, it was realized Willie's records be fully or·
that all Waylon and Willie were chestrated.
doing·was playing cowboy music.
Well, Willie and Waylon finally
Super selection of hard & soft
Waylon Jennings started his got fed up with all the fighting.
musical career with Buddy Holly Waylon wanted to use his own
Contact Lens. Cleaners · as a member of his band, The' superlative band, the Waylors,
Crickets. The kind of driving on his recordings and Wiiiie wanand Solutions
bass that Waylon played back ted the words of his songs to be
. Contacts Polished in our Lab
then can still be heard on almost heard without a thousand violins
all of Waylon's newest records, in the. background. So Willie
1 DAY SERVICE
Long ago, though, Waylon hung moved to Texas where he has
up his bass and picked up an elec· established a zealous,' loyal still Tompall and the Glaser
Casey Optical Co.
tric guitar-and it is Waylon's following. And Waylon took the Brothers, Tom pall couid be heard
guitar playing on record and in music that he has always played in the back-up chorus of Marty
,(next door to Casey Rx.
concert.
on the road and he put it on Robbins. Tom pall is kind of an obWaylon was a macho West· record-and his following has noxious punk.
,
grown to international proporWaylon married a singer
STYLE
tions.
named Jessi Colter. Waylon and
The funny thing about all this, J essi have recorded several duet
The Lord says to Business:
Because your
in retrospect, is that Waylon and over the years, but ifwas not unringing cash registers drowns the cry
seemed to have freaked til last year that Jessi developed
Willie
of the poor;
the
world
out by growing their a career of her own after the
rush for profit encourages pollut·
hair long and looking gruff. Their release of her first single, "I'm
ion of my universe;
music .didn't. change much,· but Not Lisa."
corporate structure suffocates human
their andien'ce•did. But the··reaJ· · · '· Jesi;f Colter and Tom pall selec·
values;
reason
for their success is that tions are in the Outlaws album
I cah no longer bear your arrogance: Your paper and cash will
.
their
music
was good then, and it Considering that WiJJie Nelso~
. choke you. Your technology will terrify you. Your bureaucracy will
is
good
now.
The exposure that (who of course is featured on the
bring chaos into your ordered boardrooms and perfumed social
Willie
and
Waylon
have received album) is oli the Columbia label,
UNIVERSITY II EIGHTS UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
clubs.
Dan Turn•r, Pa•tor Sliver&: Vale S.E.
has grown and shown the world and Jessi Colter is on the Capitol
Worohlp 10:40 A.M. C..llego Cia.. 9:30A.M.
their music. The world, at least I abe I , and Tom p a 11 is 0 n
the record buying public, has ac· MGM-well, the legal maneuvers
cepted them.
involved in getting them ·to join
Other people joined the Waylon's RCA label for this
Willie/Waylon
bandwagon. album must have been tremen·
Among those that followed in dous.
·
their path was former Glaser
Next Wednes~ay
Brother, Tompall. When it was
Jessi Colter is a sexy singer.
The two songs that she does by
herself, as well as the fantastic
duet
she does with Waylon, are
Jerry Weintrab' Concerts West Presents in Concert
excellel.!t. Her sound on the
album is quite different than that
which is captured on her newest
Capitol album. The Capitollp, entitled Jessi, is a tense record and

tJ<.

Crab Ike infest
even the
nicest people

Bad Company
Special Guest

red Nugent
Albuquerque Civic
Wednesday, March 10, 1976
8:00PM
.
Tickets on Sale Now:
Albuquerque Ticket Agency 883-1080
(in Coronado Center)
Gold Street
(across UNM)
Maynord's
(Old Town)
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CRAB liCE ·
ON CONTACT
• Special comb
included
• Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores
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266-4111
Armand Dominian
Hours • Tuesday thru
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30
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Trying to grasp the meaning of Harold Pinter's play, The Birthday
Party, is like trying to nail a Boston cream pie to 1\ tree. It would be
wiser to just swallow it and enjoy its flavor.
Directed by Steve 1'ravis, associate professor of theatre llrts at
UNM, the production will open Thursday in Rodey Theatre in the
UNM Fine Arts Center. The season opener will play Mar. 5, 6, 12, 13,
26 and April3. All shows begin at 8 p.m.
The Birthday Party, a three-act play, involves the interrelated
moment in six lives in no specific place and at no specific time. That
moment contains humor but is not comedic; it is abstract but not ab·
surd. What happens is a provocative event which Pinter .arranges to
draw the curiosity of the audience.
Pinter once received a letter from a confused fan. It said, "I would
be obliged if you would kindly explain to me the meaning of your play
The Birthday Party. These are the points which I do not understand:
Who are the two men'? Where did Stanley come from'! Were they all
supposed to be normal? You will appreciate that without the nnswers
to my questions I cannot fully understand your play,"
Pinter answered the query. He wrote, ''I would be obliged if you
would kindly explain to me the meaning of your letter. Those are the
points which I do not understand: Who are you? Where do you come
from'l Are you supposed to be normal? You will appreciate that
without the answers to my questions I cannot fully understand your
letter."

Review by Tom Parrott
being a writer.
she thinks of Japan .
I first. saw Janis Fink at a
She said she felt good· about
'
The warmup act was Loudon
Broadside hoot in New York's her new. album, Aftertones, and
Village Gate, back in February, will start thinking about' the next Wainwright III, a unique and C){·
1965. She did "Hair Of Spun one in two or three month&". She tremely entertaining writer/per·
Gold" and "Baby I've Been tours about 70 per cent of the · former. He opened with his
Thinking" (subsequently re- year, reads, writes and walks her "Bicentennial" ("The country's
titled "Society's Child"), and was dog to relax, and likes the gonna have a birthday/It's gonna
the only performer permitted an . writing of Joni Mitchell, Leonard be a bicentennial/Isn't that wonderf!il/It certainly is"). Blamed
encore.
Cohen, and Oon McLean.
Her major selling point at that
Like every other musician I'v!l difficulty in tuning on the desert
time was being thirteen-she known, she doesn't like the music air. Mentioned that he was glad
was no better than dozens of ·b u s i n e s s , a n d w h i] e s h e to be back in Vegas. Careened.
other writers who never received recognizes the need for ·com· through a series of outrageous
serious attention. As her Gram· mercia) emphasis, she relies on songs and hysterical patter with
my for Best Female Vocalist will associates who "are paid to take a delivery that has to be seen to
attest, Janis Ian has come a long care of that sort of thing." be fully appreciated. He closed
way, both as a writer and as a Playboy wanted to know about with a song abo!lt his infant son,
performer.
her private life-which-she feels a song of Jove and thirst entitled
With Barry Lazarowitz on is"private-foods she likes, what "Rufus Is A Tit Man."
drums, Claire Bay oil vocals, percussion and strut, Jeff Layton on
guitars and piano, imd Stu Wood
on bass, Janis strode to center
stage Sunday night (in a brown
leather leisure suit, fashion fans)
and took charge. She opened
with "When The Party's Over"
and closed with her biggy, "At
Seventeen."
In between, she presented a
dozen songs which showcased
her. power and versatility as a
vocalist, her competence on
guitar and piano, and the
superlative quality of her band.
They ran th.rough ballads
("Jesse" is almost a solo), rockers
("Boy I Really Tied One On"),
• Realistic STA-82 AM-FM Stereo Receiver with Auto-Magic®
what can best be described as
"show tunes" ("Got To Get Up"),
FM Tuning • Two Realistic Mini-1 0 Walnut Veneer
and humorous numbers ("I.Like '
New York") with treatments
Bookshelf Speaker Systems • Realistic LAB-34
ranging'' from" sparse ·'to overwhelming. At several points,
Changer with Base and $17.95 Value Cartridge
they were producing more than
five people worth of music.
Janis punctuated her act with
humor sometimes reminiscent of
Lily Tomlin, and underscored her
Components Sold Separately ...
punchlines with a sly leer that
carried well back into the hall.
In the green room after the
concert, Janis faced representatives of media as diverse as
Playboy of Japan, and the LOBO.
She talked about Camus, particularly about his journals on

479.80

the hard-driving sort of back-up
used by Waylon is not quite as
successful behind Jllssi.
Finally, the best of the bunch,
Waylon, is represented by the
best songs on the album, in·
eluding "Heaven or Hell" (penned by Nelson). Willie sings the
last line of that song. Waylon also
does "Honky Tonk Heroes "
which is a good number.
'
Except for the "live" version of
:!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.!! "Good Hearted Woman," and
"My Heroes Have 'Always Been
Varsity
Cowboys," done by Waylmi, all
the
on this sampler Ip have
:; Barber Shop
: beensongs
taken from previous recordings.
If a sampler is what you
Central & Richmond ~
want,
you
can probably wet your
Complete barber service, ~whistle
on
RCA's Outlaws album.
ladies hair cutting,
:
hairstyling.
i
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Pinter Plo._y Opens Tonight "'

SAVE S119.85 ••• REALISTIC®
STEREO· COMPONENT SYSTEM!
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Lompoon Speoks
The ASUNM Speakers Committee presents Chris Miller,
who will discuss "Toe Sucking in
Albania or A.11 Evening of Erotic
Laughter." One of five National
Lampoon editqrs, Miller ~as
born in Brooklyn and attended
Dartmouth College. His speech
will be tomorrow, 8 p.m., SUB
ba!Jroom.
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At Radio Shack
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EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

SALES - RENTALS - CLINICS - GUIDE SERVICE
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2930 Central South East

SNOWSHOEING
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256·9190 .
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Netters Take 6th Place
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ByJoLopez
Sophomore nctter Tim Garda
lost only one of four singles matches to lead UNM's Lobos to a
sixth place in ~he C_orpus Christi
Team ChampiOnships over the
weekend in Texas.
The Lobos met Oklahoma
State for, fifth place in the 16team tourney, but Garcia was the
only one who could manage a victory in that match winning the
number-one singles against
OSU's Ali Khan, 6-2, 6-3.

Special
Polaroid Color-Pack
Cameras, Develops
In 60 seconds.

*****

reg. List $39.95
Now Only $17.00
1 Year Factory Guarantee
Call - 266-4673

The 8-1loss to Oklahoma State
placed the Lobos at sixth place in
the final day of the tournament .
UNM coach Tim :Russell said
this final day was an "emotional
letdown" because the team found
out they weren't in as "great
physical shape as they should be.
We were playing two matches a
day, but we've got to realize that
we may sometimes have to play
up to Jour matches a day. That's
what will happen for WAC."
"We played pretty well up to
that last day," Russell said. The
Lobos .beat Baylor, 6-3, and
Oklahoma, 5-4, on the first day of
the tournament. Then they lost
to Trinity, ranked
third
nationally, 7-2, on the second
day. Trinity was up against
Houston for the championships of
the tournament, but Russell had
not heard how they had done.
Russell was especially pleased
with Garcia's play. He said Gar·
cia is probably the best player on
the team right now. "He is the

Draft·
suppll·es

and audipvi~ual
communcat1on

CLEARPRINT/BEE Tracing papers
Drawing instruments/Lettering sets
Complete drafting furniture
Chart Tapes/Technical pens
Overhead projection materials
Lecturer pads/Easels
Thousands of Markers

only one playing to his potential,''
Russell said. But Russell said he
will continue to switch the number-one singles position between
Garcia and senior Chris Oates.
Garcia's only loss came to
Baylor's number-one singles
-

Daily Lobo

'

Sports .

player Danny Dobbs
tiebreaker, 6-7, 6·4, 7-6.

in

a

Russell also praised Garcia's
and Oates' doubles victory over
Trinity's team of Bill Matyastik
and Jim Timmons. The 6-1, 2-6, 6·
4 tiebreaker win for the Lobo
twosome was against. one of the
highly-rated doubles teams in the
nation last year, Russell said.
He· also said the doubles victory of freshmen Jay Penny and
Ron Wheeler over Oklahoma's
doubles team was what really
won the close 5·4 match for the
Lobos.
The Lobos will travel to Lubbock, Tex. this weekend to com·
pete in the Texas Tech
Quadrangle Tournament. UNM
will face Oklahoma Friday mor·
ning ·and Texas Tech that aftern.oon. The Lobos have beaten
both these teams.
On Saturday, they face West
Texas State who beat the Lobos
in a close emotional match, 5·4,
two weekends ago.
Russell said "as far as the team
goes, we're starting to get it
together." He said he doesn't
foresee losing three doubles matches against West Texas State
again.

Dissenting Players
Will Not Play Sat.
By Harold Smith '
The"five dissenting black Lobo
basketball players will definitely
not play against Texas-El Paso
Saturday because UNM Coach
Norm Ellenberger said he will
only play those team members
who practiced Wednesday afternoon.
The protesting athletes include Ricky Williams, Mike Patterson, Dale Slaughter, George.
Berry and Larry Gray'.
Ellenberger
said, "Nine
players were ~t Wednesday's
practice. Those nine will suit up
and play this Saturday against
UTEP. Our standard rule is that
if you don't practice, you don't
play in the game,"
The mim who will be dressed
out for the 7:30 P.M. contest in
University Arena will be Dan
Davis, Norm Cacy, Steve Davis,
Dave Otero, Britt Wilson, Mike
Stewart and Rich Tenorio.
Broug-ht up for reserve strength
from the defunct 75~76 junior
varsity wil be Bill Lester and Kel
Gott.
Dan Davis is the only full-time
starter in the group, while Cacy
and Steve Davis got the nod oc·
casionally.
'
The black players met with tv
sportscaster Jim Boggio in John·
son gym yesterday. Boggio said
on the air that the players said
they want to play, but not on
Ellenberger's terms.
In an intereview with the
LOBO Larry Gray said he thinks
Ellenberger tended to lean more
toward the black players when it
came to criticism. He said the

coach would get mad at him when
he would score 10 points and get
four rebounds and make him sit
on the bench. Gray said, ''I'd tell
him I was sorry and that I knew I
played bad. I'd almost be crying
and he'd still say, 'I'm not going
to start you."' This happened
even though his replacement
wasn't playing any better, Gray
said. He added that Slaughter's
gripe was warranted. "Dale
would never go ahead of Da.n
Davil:;,'' he said.
Cacy, on!l of the whites
remaining, said he did not think
Ellenberger treated the whites
any differently from the blacks,
However, Dan Davis said and
Cacy agreed, "It's their decision.
I'd like to have them.''
"I think we would really h'ave a
good team next year. But if they
think this is the best thing for
them. I'm not going to say
they're wrong.
"l just want to play Saturday
and win.''

CELEBRATE WINROCK'S
ElFTEENTH AN-NIVERSARY
CWith t\[~w Orteitns · & all that jazz.
-

.··..

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211
N.M. 87106
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelerla

<W

PHONE 344·5002

Pre ...
Wiqter Carqi,al PartiJ

Ti'Jursday. Mar~ll 4. 8:30-?

Drinl' SpEcials
FrEE drinl, ti~I\Ets
PriZES t. c.ames
TilE LI~M S~i Tea111 Will bE ti'JEIE!
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Gilpin

Frank Gilpin sustained an injury early in the championship
match of the WAC championships Saturday and had to
settle for a runnerup placement
in the 134-pound division.
Gilpin continued to wrestle for
the championship despite the injury, but lost a 13-8 decision to
Arizona State's Mike Pike whom
Gilpin had decisioned earlier this
season in a dual match held at
UNM.
Arizona State finished first in
the team standings with 80 poin·

ts while New Mexico finished last
with 18 points. The Lobos were
last in1975 also.
Other placers for the Lobos
were heavyweight Rick Haury
who got third after beating
another ASU opponent in the
consolation finals. Roland Kurth,
wrestling thf 150-weight class
managed a fourth place.
UNM will not send anyone to
the
NCAA
championships
despite Gilpin getting .a second
place. Coach Ron J.acobsen said
Gilpin had to defeat any con·
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Sale
March 4,5,6
On

Levi - tee
Wrangler-Seafarer
Denim and Cords
242-5055

(please bring coupon)
The
302 Central SW

Gizmo
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4200 CENTRAL Sf

"Servin UNM For 30 Years''
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Chaps Back
The
Albuquerque
Chaparrals pro hockey team
will be back in town tonight
and Friday night to play the
Butte Copperkings in Tingley
Coliseum.
The Chaps have 16 season
games (14 home) left. There is
a student discount for ad·
mission to the 7:30 p.m.
games. The Chips are coming
off a month road tr.ip.
..,..

finalists in his weight
whom h~ ~ad not whret~·ledd
before: GI.lpm 1 ost ~o t e . ~r ·
place fmah~t and so !s ~ot ehgib!e
for th~ nationals. Gilpm was still
s.uffermg . ~~om . stretched
hgaments dur1~g this match.
Jacobsen said the t~urnament
was real close up until th.e end
and he had . expected Brigham
Y.oung. to wm the team champ10nship, b~t the Coug.ars came
m se~ond With 621/2 pomt~.
A~Izona ~tate, rated natiOnally
ear her durmg the sea~on,. had
not won the conference title m 12
years. BYU won it last year.
The Lobos ended the season·
with a 1-12 record, but through
all the disappointment, Jacobsen
said he ''loved the hell out of the
guys. They gave 100 per cent.
"There was no dissention on
this team. The men worked hard.
They worked together. I'm sur·
prised they didn't do better than
they did. But now we're looking
forward to next year.''
The only senior on this year's
team is Rick Haury.

.

•'•'.'

Winrock's merchants are celebrating with a carnival of savings and iun.
Check Tribune,
Journal and Daily LOBO. for big· Bourbon Street
bargains.
.
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Bows Out in Finals

Now's The Time To Get Those
Pants You've Been Needing
AT GIZMO'S

I

'

~njured,

.,_

Visit the French Market, the artists in Jackson Square, or join*
the Dixie Kings ja(ll.,sessions in ,Preservation l;t;JII, Thursday,
... · ·
Friday and Saturday~ (*Bring your own~ horn.)
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Wilson and Penn
Tennis Balls
$2.35 per can
Yellow Heavy Duty
. 2901 Indian School RD, NE
262-1691
.
(Indian School & Girard)

.•.·.·
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· Where We've C anged Into Something Comfortable
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r-!i¥i7iocrrs-.:r,;;;Ji;;-;i;;·aM~--$5o-r;~~<' $6~-,.
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C11Uf~ul'',2.~:fJ~!2;~~L-- --~~-------

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
I

!tales: I G~•wh P~' word p~r d11y, one dollar
minimum, ~dV(lrU•ements run flv!lor more
~onuecuUV!! day' wJth no cla~nges, nine cen•
ts per word per day fno refund~ If cancelled
before five lnsertionti), Cl•sslfled ad·
VllrtlH-em.,nts anUNt be paid Jn adv11nce,

__ _

fiOSSIGND S'l'ItA'rO 102 SKIS 17aems, grc~t
~ondl_tlon, $!10.~!!·'!:B~ ___a;_o_ ~------ .. ~---·-·
GANON·f''l'·B eamcr11, 50mm 1.8 $175, C~non·FT
$Hi0.2fifl2119.
3/6
.
Hl71 MAZDA RX·2 RporL coupe, 4 :;peed, AC,
luggngo rack, MlchollnR. Alter 6 p.m. 21l6
~

0969.
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flEW ART>: SH,Vr~n upd 'l'urquoisc rln« los~ bet·
ween Chomlslry 1tnd SUB. L()IIVC mcssngc for
Dobrn/l)n vld, 277 01 Ql 8-G:OO. 3/6
LOS'r: S'J'foll,LAH!S WA'rCH. 266 5708, 268,.118!1.
D1111 or llclen. 3/li
. I•;OU-NO;~JACKE'l' In Mamm llnlll04- 2!27. hi;;;.
Ufy & clllim Mnrron Ilall131. 3/6
..______
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-
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•

--

i:OS'f7'1~r;;~r~~h-~~~p~';;dll~lt on-~sJnglll frof;~i
strnnd, Rownrd.l'lcnso call242·7228.

3/0

'i:o8-i·~·-iMiion;I;.:\N1· N(nf:inooK ~~,;;i"~i~tl;~;:
l,cft In front of J .G. Parking lot. Plcnsc cnll 2172039,

:J/9
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FOUND: DloJVBLOPMBN'rAI, J>sychopntbology
toxlbonk, Simmons, 21i6-7877. 3/4

3.

l'hotcgrllphy Gallery Is l/2 blork frl!m ,Tohnson
~"mon.9orr~ci}:S!'c~~!]_~r.dcr ll!'["!~~· tfn _ ~,
I'ASSI'OilT, IImNTIJ<'ICA'riON photos. l~owt•st
pric<'s In town! Past, Jllcnsing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard lllvd, NE. Un
.o=.;_----d-,-' =-~ -"'--~'""·4=- "'~-"----'--= ~-"-"

=

-----;._co~

J,EAilN '1'0 SKYI>IVE. Classes now beginning,
281·1245•• 3/5
-=-=-'- CAN"l' MAK£~ A f,l')C'J'UHE? f'or 11 small slipcnd
you cnu rercive ncnlly printed notes n nd/nr rccnr·
dod lnJHl offered by upperdnssman W/3.5 GI'A.
.t:or_!c~f.<.!_o_£<III_::_~~~lll_2 e_vcnlng~:__ 3/~-·"·--c~ -··· ..
l'ltOJ.'ESSlONAJ., T'l'PIS'l'. 18M sulcetrlc.
Ounrnnteed accuracy w.ith reasonable rate~. 298·
7147. 3/G
..,.,.,_.=...---- ---·-..:;:o:--_-"--._ _
EXI'EHIENCr:O 'r'l'I'IST. ncnsonnble rates. 292·
1285. 3/9
PB'l'JTJON DIVOitCHS arranged hy 1!:-gnl rl"rk
$3G plus filing fee. Graham, 6077 Bellevue no.I02,
•
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~1~~}~11!Ch,~'!'girl_in -~2~_:11,'"~/l~~- .... c.-o~.~~
AU'l'O TUNING reasonable, 1211 Copper NB,
ltl'ar cast. 3/1.0
LEAltN l'IEI,f.\Dt.;J~ENSE. Glngses now 1111ening
with Jlrlvate h.•ssoras nvnllable~Cali836 .•JQ13 after
li:OOp.m. 3110
....-oc~
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Ftin"Nrsriin Ai•/\ni~iENTsr~;m sl~suuliu~s

paid, Walk to t!Nl\1. No p~ts. 400 MaJ)le SE. 843
7632. 3/4
2 UOOMS WITH F'lltEJ>t,ACE.l'rivatc entrnnct>.
Share kit~hcn 11nd showrr. l;rt'fer woman.
Utilities induded.$115. Call b!'fort' ·1:00 p.m. 25632,10. 3/5
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Three new classes will begin
during the second week in March
at UNM's Division of Continuing
Education and Community Service.
Two are offered for universi·ty
credit.
"Advertising Awareness," the
non-credit course, will begin
March 9 and end March 25. The
course will explore many aspects
of advertising, including career
information for the beginner and
a refresher on advertising principles for the professional.
'~Non-verbal
Communication
for Teachers," which carries
three hours credit, beigns March

(foi:or'i

Ofl37,

l'oliey for Lip Service-Noticcs run the day
before and the day of the .,vent, space available,
N11ticcs arl;l .not acceptc:d by phone, Organi~ations
may pick up forms to mail to the LOBO, rm 138.,
Marron llall, Deadline for notices is 4:30 p.JI). the
day before publication, The J,ODO reserves the
right to edit notices and delete those ~onsidered
lnappropl'iate ror this column.

Applications for residence hall grad and un•
dcrgrad stnfr pusitions deadline is March 5. Con.
tact Assoc. Dean u£ Students uffice, second floor
.La Posada,
Students desiring to transfer to the School of
ArchilllC, and Planning should submit materinl by
March 1,1976. Late applications wiU be considered
if the office is notified before Mnreh 8;

Anth~o.

3/9

KH1SIINA~~iNI>IA nal;OHT. Gau;.~;" ~~i.t"l~g;,
fnbri~s. gift ar>ices. 25 pur cent off 11n certain
!~crns, ~~~0 G~nt!:_I~SE, 2~683~3, ~~/12

c

~

~~

1974 SS NOVA, A/G, stet•l belled radials, 350
cn«inc, 3 spd. E~eccllcnt condition $2000. 292-1!163
afl!lr 1:00.

3/li
--

-~

~·--~-,..--~~_---,--.

,.,.

ELEC'rRONIUS SlJRPI,tJS SAU~: ~102 PineNE.
Saturday nnd Sundny.l,ots of goodio~l 3/6

t9n9·oLosM0n{l~i98~11I;~~~·~Goorl·c;;;Ji(l;;;;e:
$850 or nenr~~t offer. Gall Okunor, 277·5641
(Work) or 243

4204 !home!. 3/10

1.072 DA'i'SUN I'ICKtH', 620 seric;;:-;;;~·clutch:
good tires, must sell. $1575, 881·37~14. 3/5

lll7!i"¥/\M-Alii2sco iNuuno:;~,~~~i~,;i;~it-o"i;;-g
condiUon, 265·2876. 3/li
3/4
!!loll~r.11JsiiA'Na a~sr~~;r: ~e;~tr;;;~~,ur;;Tr,~
clutch, ri!UJlholstcred, $900, 256·1378. 3/10

w

A.1'Eru3r·~o;

:inr1

$75;268: 1OGG4. •· 3/ir·"> .~,"·c - ···=

CIIINA~ I.cnnoJC Oly;J;[;go]';[;f~~;-~~e;;lti-;;g,
sugar, creamer. Barcly used, Movie Cllnlern:
Argus Super 8, zoom lens, slow motion, remote
control, barely used. Bcsl offer. lo'rec with camera
Sylvtmla Sun gun movie light. Rug: avocudD Bx8
$16. Clock radio: $15. 292-19·19/2681792. !1/4
-'---'==.=.->===.
liSfJO, GOOD CONDl'riON Yatnnhn I~G.J8()
guitar, case & acl"essoric$. New $209.00; asking
_.o·uo=='-=""-=<o .... ~
... -~

~=--="-

"~

--'

Thursday
"Johnny Got
His Gun''

"concentrating on improying its
undergraduate program so it can
then w.ork on its graduate
program,"

(Continued from page 7)

provide a core of education which
we think is substantive and of·
fers a range of courses. Some
careers require other education
besides anthropology."
There will also be a new field
training program in. ethnology
anthropology to be concentrated
in New Mexico as is the
traditional training field program
in archaeology. Both of these will
be offered this summer, Work'man said.

Director-Dalton Trumbo
Hou•e For Sale
1817 Sigma Chi NE • 5 Bedrooms plus
Space for 2 more bedrooms,
Recreation Room, Dining Room, Den, Uvlng
Room, 2 Baths. Call: Ted C. Manders, Realtor
266-1464
881·7316

Friday
&

Saturday
7 & 9 & 11

He said the department is _

ASUNM Speakers Committee

--~----""~--==---

presents

!''~.S:EO: C,n~ ~7~·1_~~o~:'!!!tJ:s~_;J!!!,~~.==

6.

11. The course is designed for
teachers and educational administrators, and will focus on
non-verbal cues present in· the
c]assroom or other learning environments.
"The
Constitution
and
American Education," which also
carries three hours credit, begins
March 10. The course will focus
on contemporary issues in
education and how they relate to
constitutional law.
For more information, cont.act,
UNM's Division of Continuing
Education and Community Service.

Curriculum

THE
NIGHT

Chris Miller

EMPLOYMENT

,

11EIJ;·~w,;uiT~il).~ };~II ~r~p;rl thnc. Above
:average income. Dunny's Escorts. 266 7656. 3/!l

PORTER

-,.,......~···..... ~

~~~<iTI~·Ut>"AitTI~s1;; lypes~ttt~g o;;=lnt\Cc~~.
poser, Electronic IIJM· Composer and/or Corn·
pugraphic. General typing required. Call, or ~ee,
John Ferguson at [)a taco, 243·28·11. I'Jens!l don't.

~l~i!lo~l~n~.~oe_x!:':~~"~c;,c;:_ yg ~~~~=-··-·
CONS'l'ItUC'l'lON

~'IUM

seeks crtnvrtsllrs.

Avl!rngil weekly income $180 and up. Arrange
hours. 293·3886, 208,3168, 3/10

.
I

PAH'f TIM~• JOB. Graduntl' stu.Jents only. AC
tcrnMns & evenings. Must beaiJI!llo work f'riday
illld Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. ApfiiY
in p~rson, no Jlhont' calls plense.S::wc Wtty l.iiJUor,
5704 Lomns NE. 3112

.
'

~.

TIRED OF COOKING & clMning? t,Ive at thtCollege Inn, hen ted pool, plenty or jiarking, maid
srrvice, nil you cnn eat. & wc w.ash the dishes. 303
Ash N E. 243-2881. 3/12

~~:;:_;._=;.___'"'---~-~-....

..... -,..-•.•.._,.,.-_"'"~-~---=----··-'""'-"""',._.~,,..~

5252. Meyer.

FAM:ous--~ Qtil v(h,C~rioHiiHiOi;- -'7h;J

"---="

~'~~~-~-~-~-----~~--~=~-"'

mcor.loMICAI,~74-vw nua:·4~rc-~;i~i23nr..IM2

SERVICES

~-'=->' ~---=---<:_--:~ "-~:-

....... -

~--~----....----.,.--~
. . . -,..~-

'rYPEWIU'rf~HS

~·- -~··-·,.··~ ,-~_.,.,,__,._ ~=- ~-· ~--~- --~

~-,-_.,.,=-c'-•-

3/9
.
OJ,p 'rOWN SIIOP wnnts art on consigomant, U
nm-4 pm, 243·162S. 3/ll

-'•""''-~--_,.

··Adlur Tippu, n~w. $79 one .)ICIIr
Wnrrnnty. r>ukc City •ryrJowritcr, 1.325 San Mateo
NE, 265·8347. 3/.12
I'!WGEO'J' IIICYCLl~S. $l2fJ,95, 'rho lliko Shop,
~j,~9_I:OO. Fully guaranw~<l:, .~!_!!,~·~------·
1. PERSONALS
,.t•• _,,....._
..
•
Snm~il- DEP;r;-Cl~sing 1111 75 stereo depart·
I'REGNAN'l' AND NMND IIEI,J''/ You h11vo frienmcnt. Hccordors, components, 8-tracks, CB's 40-50
ds wh11 cnro at UlrthrlghL. 217-11819, tfn
per cent off. while thllY last. Quality Stereo, 3106
on~ iiAnNrcii< -n~~;~~--~~~2.im~nth~~iX't;~t;;;;-~ -r;;;:
Central Nioi, 266 3505. 3/9
..
--..
...
lllll!l FJA'I' 1500 Convortlble 5·spe~d, AM/FM.
:tu~~~!0~.r~n~~I!Yo_ 27_7,~2~~· ·~ 3/~ ~-~-·- ...
YOUH Allll,J'flES, S'l'R!•~NG'l'HS, wcaknoSRCR · Now top, .front end and ci~Lch. Good condition
$750 firm. 260·2275. 3/9
rovctllod through porRonnl, sricnUfic hnndwr!tinr:
nnnlysls. Write four aontenccs & slgr1nturu on
OKm'S will m~ct nil itdvllrtiscd kog priccs .... GO
11nllnod pnpor. Send w/$2.00 & ~tnmped onvolopo.
(reo lOQ~. plastic cups with each kQg, Special
M. Curry, 421 Prlncci!HI Dr. Sto;, AlhtlijucriJUo,
prices on three or m11ro k!lgs, 3/12
87100. 3/fi
-,.., __
~rv:-iJ;:u~d~n~~~ tJ'r'i~~;;~~n: x·~~·~-~
S'J'UDYJNG, S'rl/I)YJNG, STUDYING., bu~ rmymcnts of $7.00 per mpntll. 310~ Central NF.:,
flunking, flunking, flunklng-·enll AGORA. We'll
202,0637. 3/9
----listen 277·3013. 3/5
Hl~GORDS, RAHE & HArUJ to rind. The Villngc
NEED A Hl~S'l' from Mom's cooking'/ I•'oo~ long Groen, 2227 Lead SE. 1:00·0:00 p.m.l,ead & Ynle,
hot dogs ll5 cents, l HI Oklo's. 3/31
SJ1eciulizc in 60'~ rock & roll. :119
KNOCK KNClCK.Wtw 1~ tlwrc'i nutchcr. nutchor s~JNGEn. MAcliiN'E:-·I,erC· ln. htY~·~;;y~·-N~t
Who? J)utcher nrms around mo. I love you John.
clni11wd, EqulJiped lo buLionholo, r.ig7.ag, clc.l'ny
Gut woll Roon • .flnrbs. 3/4
$26.00 nnd tnk!l mnchlnc. 3105 Ct•ntrnl NE, 202·

1

Community College
Offers New Courses

~}.;~~l_~lgs ~_one nfgbter~. 226·4453.

~----~~·~·---~~~--------

3/6

~•

liANJJWIIO pJ,AYS Da~ and cl"h typ~ r;;;k sc~ks

7. 1'RAVEL
EliitOt)k~(i"rom $289 .r.t.i ASlA~lir;;na-$499- r~t.J
Low ~ost j~t lnrt•s all ovt>r lhl' world Railt•asscs,
etc.I.T.S.i3031H3·7584.203l Broadway, Douldl'r,
Colo. 80302. 3!LO
VlSIT- RUSStA-: · Lening~-;c 1;~-tr;,~;b~d;k,
Novgorod, Moseow, Odess3, Kil•V, IJudapest,
I'rague. Jum• 9 July 8. Total cost·$1442. lnclud<'smeals, transportation, holt>ls. $200 deposit. Con·
tact George llnrutuni:tn nt 351-A Ortega Hall, 277 ·

~34.~Qm_l'_2~8·~229. 3110"~~-~ ~-""~~--

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

National Lampoon Editor
Mareh 5th, 8:00pm in SUB Ballroom
4

Tickets go on sale Monday at. Gold Stteel Circus, Natural Sound 1l on Menaul & SUB IJuJt
Office for student discounts
•
In 1975 the National Lampoon celebrated its fifth anniversary, and is alive and well, ~astirtg
a satirical eye on everything It writes about. It has no axe to grind, no pious points of view.
It lives blissfully apart from the world of facts and political reality. A perfect example is
Chris 1\lill!"r's program. Encompassing th<' subjeets or humor and comedy, youth and sex, the
c<JIIege scene, and corltemporary politics, it's entitled "Toe Sucking in J\lbania", or "Art Even·
ing of Erotic Laughter".
$.75 Stud"nts $2.00 Public

7_ & 9pm
SUB Theatre

THE KRST FLICK AT MIDNITE

Russ Meyer's
Beyond the Valley
of the Doll•

Yes, if goes on beyond. and
· you can come too.

At Don Pancho's

Betty Boop Scandals
The original out of the inkwell of
Max Fleischer Bimbo , Koko, Th~
Bouncing Ball, Cab Calloway
and

..

Night In Casablanca
The Marx Brothers
6:45-9:55, Betty
8:15,Night
Starts Friday
- - - - - - - - - - , Students $1.75
Da:N P.AMCHO'II
2108 CENTRAL S.E. /247·4414

Marlon l3rando

F'ri-Sun
5:.10 • 10DO la~t
800 L~nny
Sal & Sun Mat
$1.00 befote 5
Mon·Thurs

Polanski's
Maibe!h
and Monty Python's
and now for something
completely different

.Quild n.e.theatre
•:zes-o:z:zo
3405 centrl!ll

